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THE TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS, BRITISH WEST INDIES 

By THEODOOR DE BOOY 

The Turks and Caicos Islands, geographically, form a part of the 
Bahamas, which may be considered to extend from off the Florida coast 
to Navidad Bank, north of the eastern end of Haiti. Of the banks and 
islands resting on a submarine platform which constitute this island chain, 
they represent the last that rise above the surface of the sea. Beyond, 
to the southeast, lie three banks, the first two, Mouchoir Bank and Silver 
Bank, in part awash, the last, Navidad Bank, entirely submerged. While 
accurate data are not available to prove that these three banks are being 
uplifted, the mere fact that the Caicos Island Bank and many other banks 
in the Bahamas themselves are constantly building up, warrants the con- 
jecture that the same tidal and geological conditions govern them all and 
that in the course of time three additional island groups will come into 
being.' 

SETTLEMENT AND HIsToRy 

The Turks and Caicos Islands owe their existence as a British colony to 
the salt ponds that are found upon the two principal keys of the group. 
It is probable that the archipelago was discovered within a short period 
after the coming of the con qutistadores to the Americas.2 The Indian popu- 
lation of the islands was carried off to slavery in the mines of Santo 
Domingo and suffered a fate similar to that of the inhabitants of the other 
Bahama Islands. The archeological researches conducted by the writer on 
the Turks and Caicos Islands demonstrated that the Turks Islands proper 
were not inhabited by the Indians, but that the Caicos Islands group sup- 
ported a large pre-Columbian population.3 This is not surprising when 
one considers the total lack of agricultural possibilities of the eastern group. 

From the time of their discovery until the year 1678, the Turks and 
Caicos Islands appear to have been so little thought of that no nation saw 
fit either to claim or colonize them. In that year a party of Bermudians 

1 For a general discussion of the geology of the Bahamas see ' The Bahama Islands," edit. by G. B. 
Shattuck and published by the Geographical Society of Baltimore, 1905, with excellent bathymetric map 
(P1. X. facing p. 52); also T. Wayland Vaughan's numerous papers, more especially: Preliminary Remarks 
on the Geology of the Bahamas, etc., Carnegie Inst. Publ. No. 182, pp. 49-54.-EDIT. NOTE. 

2 Oviedo (' Historia General y Natural de las Indias," Madrid, 1851 edition, Bk. 19, Ch. 15) enumerates 
the islands to the northwest of Porto Rico, after relating the voyage made by Ponce de Leon to Bimini and 
Florida (1512), and names the Babueca Islands as the first group one would meet with. The "Baxos 
de babueca" are prominently shown on the Wolfenbtittel-Spanish map, drawn between the years 1527 
and 1530, and are shown as the southeasterly termination of the Islas de los Lucayos, L. e. the Bahamas 
(E. L. Stevenson: Early Spanish Cartography of the New World, Proc. Amer. Antiquarian Soc.. N. S., Vol. 19, 
1909, pp. 369-419; reference on p. 380). It is therefore more than likely that the aboriginal name of the 
group was Babueca. The name Babueea appears on the Waldseemiller map of 1516; it is applied to a large 
island northwest of Hispaflola. 

3 Theodoor de Booy: Lucayan Remains on the Caicos Islands, Amer. Anthropologist, N. S., Vol. 14,1912, 
pp. 81-105. 
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38 THE GEOGRAPHICAL REVIEW 

came to the Turks Islands to establish salt ponds where they could "rake" 
this commodity in order to supply the needs of the colony.4 These settlers 
did not occupy the Caicos Islands but confined their attention solely to the 
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Domingo, who attacked them in 1710, and afterwards of the French in Haiti, 
who captured the islands in 1753 and again in 1764.5 From 1764 on the 

4 F. H. Watkins: Report on the Salt Industry of the Turks and Caicos Islands, Mi8C. C(lonial ReVpts. 
No. 56, London, 1908, p. 6. 

5 J. H. Pusey: The Handbook of the Turks and Caicos Islands, Kingston, Jamaica, 1897, P. 18. 
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Turks Islands have remained in undisputed possession of the British Crown. 
A direct result of the French invasions of the Turks Islands was the fact 
that the attention of the home government was drawn to the strategic 
importance of these hitherto unnoticed islands. In 1766 the Turks Islands 
were formally placed under the jurisdiction of the Bahaman government, 
it being justly urged that the southeasterly group was a geographic part 
of the larger archipelago. But in reality the two island groups had little 
in common. Legislation was conducted in the interests of the agricultural 
Bahamas: on the salt-producing Turks Islands the burdens of taxation fell 
heavily and with little compensation. Moreover, administration from Nassau 
labored under the disadvantage of poor communications, for winds and 
currents make navigation difficult between the groups.6 In 1848, the Turks 
and Caicos Islands-the Caicos Islands by this time being a recognized 
part of the colony-were authorized to govern themselves, under the super- 
vision of the Governor of Jamaica. From 1848 until 1874 the islands were 
controlled in this manner. The local method of governing did not prove a 
success, however, for the little colony was unable to support itself from the 
revenues derived from export taxes on salt. In consequence, on January 1, 
1874, the Turks and Caicos Islands were formally declared to be a Crown 
Colony and a dependency of Jamaica, which status they have retained 
until the present day. 

While the Turks Islands were from the first used solely for the exploita- 
tion of the salt, the Caicos Islands owed their settlement to the American 
War of Independence and to the agricultural establishments of the Loyalist 
refugees to whom lands had been granted there after the loss of their 
holdings in Georgia. These refugees, together with their numerous slaves, 
devoted their efforts exclusively to the raising of cotton. Successive hurri- 
canes, and especially the great hurricane of 1813, together with the havoc 
wrought among the cotton plants by a destructive insect, put an end to 
the prosperity of the planters and caused the agricultural establishments 
to be gradually abandoned during the first twenty years of the nineteenth 
century. Shortly after this, the salt ponds of East Harbour, on South 
Caicos, were constructed, and it was speedily discovered that East Harbour 
would soon overshadow the other salt-producing settlements of the depend- 
ency. 

The Turks Islands 
As the Turks and Caicos Islands really consist of two distinct groups, 

separated by a 21-mile passage, it may be best to discuss the character of 
each group separately. 

The Turks Islands group consists of the two larger and inhabited keys, 
Grand Turk and Salt Cay, four uninhabited keys and a large number of 
rocks. A three-pointed bank surrounds the group and offers serious dangers 

6 J. M. Wright: History of the Bahama Islands, etc., pp. 419-583 of first work cited in footnote 1. 
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to navigation. This bank has been the scene of a large number of ship- 
wrecks. The islands derive their name from the Turk's head cactus, a 
globular green plant surmounted by a scarlet head resembling the Turkish 
fez. 

GRAND TURK 

The island of Grand Turk, with a population of 1,681,7 of whom not less 
than 1,400 are of African deseent. has an area of about eight square miles. 
The only settlement on Grand Turk, Cockburn Town, is situated on the 
western coast and contains practically the entire population. There is no 
harbor, and visiting vessels are obliged to anchor in an open roadstead and 
to remain a considerable distance off shore. In the stormy seasons not only 
does the exposed anchorage present grave dangers but the lightering of 
cargo becomes at times impossible. All freight is brought off to ships in 
lighters, for which two small piers are provided on the water front. At the 
present time but one steamship company calls at the island, although occa- 
sional freighters and sailing vessels come to load salt. 

Grand Turk itself is one of the bleakest and barrenest islands imagin- 
able. Its desolation is exceeded only by that of its neighbor, Salt Cay. 
The greatest elevation on Grand Turk is but 70 feet. Naught but the 
dwarfed shrub typical of the Bahamas is seen here, and such few trees as 
raise their disconsolate heads above the landscape have a dejected leaning 
towards the west, caused by- the unceasing easterly trade winds. Of late 
the northern coast of Grand Turk has been utilized for the planting of 
sisal; but beside these plants, which seem to feed on nothing and yet pro- 
duce leaves, no agriculture of any kind is found. Aptly enough the Turks 
Islands have been named the land of "salt, sand, and sorrow." 

The climate of Grand Turk is good, the mean temperature being 820 F. 
Tempered by the constant ocean winds, the days are not oppressively warm. 
It is interesting to note the prevalence of the easterly winds. The winds 
recorded in 1916 were: north, 10 days; northeast, 72 days; east, 199 days; 
southeast, 51 days; south, 19 days; southwest, 2 days; northwest, 7 days; 
calm, 2 days.8 The rainfall for the same year, which was near the average, 
was 26.37 inches. There are no fresh-water ponds or wells on the island, 
and the inhabitants have to depend entirely upon the rain-water tanks with 
which each house is provided. 

A cable connects Grand Turk with Bermuda, Jamaica, and Halifax; and 
in consequence a number of steamers bound from England to Jamaica make 
a practice of passing close to the island in order that the lighthouse keepers 
may make out their signals and house flag and report them to the resident 
Lloyd's agent, who in turn cables the information to the owners in Great 

7 A. E. Aspinall: The Pocket Guide to the West Indies, London, 1914, p. 202. See also his -West Indies 
and Guiana: Six Lectures Prepared for the Visual Instruction Committee of the Colonial Office," London, 
1914, p. 29. 

8 Turks and Caicos Islands, Ann. Colonial Repts. No. 927, London, 1916, p. 7. The deficiency of 3 days 
in the total for the year is probably due to a typographical error. 
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Britain. The cable company receives a small subsidy from the Turks Island 
government in exchange for a daily news bulletin. 

TiE SALT INDUSTRY 

There are two means by which the Turks Islands laborer can make a 
living. In the first place, he can hire himself out as a stevedore upon the 
ships of the Clyde Steamship Company which call at the island in order 
to procure men for the loading and discharging of freight in Dominican 
ports. Failing this, the Turks Islander finds work in the various operations 
of salt making. There are 230 acres of salt ponds on Grand Turk. As the 
raison d'etre of the Turks and Caicos Islands is the production of salt and 
the very life of the colony depends upon this industry, it may be considered 
fitting to give a brief account of its principal operations.9 

Salt ponds vary in size and are sometimes as large as five acres, while 
the pans are from one quarter of an acre to an acre in extent. The sea 
passes through sluices, entering by wide canals into the common storage 
reservoirs and then into the private reservoirs. The water now goes to the 
"weak or No. 1 pond" until the salometer indicates 60. In this pond a 
great deal of the impurities are precipitated, and the water turns a saffron 
hue. By the time the brine has reached the strength of 60, the water has 
been reduced in quantity more than one half of the original sea water, and 
it is now passed into the "strong or No. 2 ponds." 

The brine stays in this latter pond for about twenty days, until the 
strength of the pickle has increased to 90. The pickle is now pink in color 
and but one-sixth part of the original sea water. Having reached a strength 
of 90, it is turned into the "making pans," where, after ten to fifteen days, 
the salt commences to granulate around the margins and bottoms of the 
pond. After twenty to twenty-five days more the salt is ready to be raked. 

When all the salt has crystallized in the pans, it is gathered by men who 
first use toothed rakes for the separation of the crystals and afterwards 
wooden rakes to deposit the salt in small piles. 

The average quantity of salt raked annually from an acre of pans at 
Grand Turk and East Harbour may, under favorable circumstances, be 
estimated at 4,000 bushels; at Salt Cay, where the pans are shallow, at 
5,000 bushels. 

Under average conditions the salt-pond proprietors can count upon a 
fair return from their holdings. But when the season is rainy vast 
quantities of the forming salt in the ponds are destroyed, and a large per- 
centage of the deposits where the product is stored in enormous heaps 
literally wastes away. The average yearly rainfall is about 24.5 inches, 
and when this figure is exceeded (as it was from 1903 to 1905, for which 
years it averaged 40.80 inches) the results are disastrous to the proprietors. 
According to the authority quoted above, the average annual export of salt 

9 Summarized from Watkins. paper cited in footnote 4. 
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FIG. 4-Filling salt for shipment, Grand Turk Island. 
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during the period from 1888 to 1907 was 1,630,314 bushels, of which 
77.6 per cenat went to the markets of the United States and 16.1 per cent 
to Canada. The salt is of exceptional purity and is in great demand for 
packing purposes. In 1916 the export of salt from the dependency was 
valued at about $100,000, forming nearly three-quarters of the total exports. 

SALT CAY AND OTHER KEYS 

Salt Cay, the next largest island of the Turks Islands group, has a popu- 
lation of 398 and depends entirely upon the salt ponds, 120 acres in extent, 
for its existence. It is even bleaker and barrener than Grand Turk, and 
one wonders at the monotony of the lives of the few white inhabitants living 
here. The area of Salt Cay is about five square miles; its highest elevation 
is a 60-foot bluff on the northwestern extremity. 

The remaining keys are uninhabited and have but little claim upon our 
notice. East Cay has an elevation of 96 feet and is the loftiest island of 
the entire group. Numerous rocks and shoals form part of the group and 
tend to make interinsular navigation a hazardous matter. Of these obstruc- 
tions Endlymion Rock recalls the loss of the British man-of-war Endymioiz 
in 1790. 

The Caicos Islands 

The Caicos Islands group is separated from the Turks Islands by a 
21-mile passage, known as the Turks Island Passage. For small vessels this 
passage presents grave dangers. The seas are apt to run high, and the 
currents, which at times attain a rate of three knots,10 are uncertain and 
variable, occasionally running northeast and at other times southwest. On 
approaching South Caicos Island a long land swell is experienced off High- 
land Point, which in stormy weather is responlsible for the loss of many a 
local sloop. 

CAIcos BANK 

The Caicos Islands surround the Caicos Bank, which has a triangular 
shape, the northern side being 58 miles long, the eastern side 39, and the 
western 56. The northern and eastern sides of the bank are bounded by 
a chain of narrow islands, while the western side is represented by a series 
of reefs and rocks. There can be no doubt that the bank will, in course of 
time, become one large island. Its interior is already represented by a low, 
salty plain, barely above sea level. An example of a bank that has grown 
up in this manner is seen directly to the westward, where Great Inagua 
Island presents every evidence that it originally consisted of a bank sur- 
rounded by reefs and keys. The interior of Great Inagua is a level, swampy 
savana, a casual inspection of which convinces the investigator that not 
many centuries ago the entire area was submerged. Another example of 

10 West Indies Pilot, Vol. 1, U. S. Hdrwgr. Office [Publ.] No. 128, Washington, 1913, p. 198. 
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an island in the making can be seen to the northwest, where Crooked Island, 
Acklin Island, and Fortune Island surround the Acklin Island Bank. This 
bank is yearly becoming shallower and in time will merge with the three 
islands. 

ITS SHOALING 

All evidence points to the constant shoaling of the Caicos Bank. His- 
torical accounts of the pursuit of piratical craft across the bank by men-of- 
war in the eighteenth and the early part of the nineteenth century indicate 
that even a hundred years ago deep channels existed where today a vessel 
drawing but six feet of water has to proceed with caution. A channel 
across the southern part of the bank, reported to be 14 feet deep in 1881, 
was followed by the writer in 1912 in a vessel drawing 61/2 feet. Soundings 
made at that time showed the channel to have shoaled to such an extent 
that in places barely 9 feet of water was found. The creeks dividing the 
islands from Grand Caicos to South Caicos are fordable, and a man can 
proceed afoot from the one island to the other. Yet it is within the recol- 
lection of the older inhabitants that vessels of good size could reach the 
inner waters of the bank by passing between any two of the islands lying 
within the described limits. The entire range of islands from South Caicos 
west to West Caicos is fringed by a highly dangerous coral reef, lying from 
half a mile to two miles off shore. Occasional openings in this reef allow 
the mariner to anchor off the northern shores, but only in calm weather do 
these berths offer any security. A curious phenomenon, which probably 
accounts for the constant upbuilding of the Caicos Bank, is the indraft 
into the bights which is felt for a distance of from five to six miles out at 
sea and is a grave source of danger to a becalmed sailing vessel.1" Juniper 
Hole, between Grand Caicos and North Caicos, bears an especially bad 
reputation in this respect and in consequence is shunned by local boats. 
Experienced boat handlers of the Caicos state that the smaller sailing craft, 
when they are becalmed, are literally drawn toward the rocks fringing this 
particular inlet and dashed to pieces. It appears to be well within the 
bounds of reason to suppose that this indraft carries enormous quantities 
of sand from the Atlantic, through the interinsular channels, to the bank 
itself and is in consequence responsible for the constant shoaling of its 
waters. The surrounding coral reefs act as traps to prevent the washing 
away of the deposits, and, as these reefs are also constantly being built up 
by the activities of the coral polyps, it will be seen that every indication 
points towards the probability of island growth. It must be stated that 
these phenomena do not account -for the original formation of the Caicos 
Islands themselves. This may have been due to uplift, judging from the 
waterworn caves found in the limestone ridges throughout the keys.12 

11 West Indies Pilot, Vol. 1, p. 189. 
12 Compare, however, the section on Physiography and Geology by G. B. Shattuck and B. L. Miller in 

the first work cited in footnote 1.-EDIT. NOTE. 
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POPULATION AND INDUSTRIES 

Except by government officials, who are obliged to make periodic inspec- 
tion trips, the Caicos Islands are but seldom visited and remain compara- 
tively unknown. The literature pertaining to them is almost negligible. 
Even the origin of the name remains unknown, although local accounts 
intimate that Caicos was derived from the Spanish word cayos (keys, little 
islands). The area of the islands is about 151 square miles, although accu- 
rate surveys of the islands and more especially of the inner shore lines have 
never been made. The population amounts to 3,536 souls, of whom fully 
95 per cent are of African descent. The greater number of the inhabitants 
live on South Caicos and on East Caicos, where the salt and the sisal 
industries provide work for numerous laborers. The climate is practically 
the same healthful climate as that of the Turks Islands. There are, how- 
ever, certain localities on North Caicos where the inhabitants suffer a good 
deal from malarial fever. As on Grand Turk and Salt Cay lack of water 
is the principal drawback, and the population here also has to depend 
entirely upon rain water stored in tanks. 

SPONGES 

Despite the fact that some of the Caicos Islands have decided agricul- 
tural possibilities, the majority of the inhabitants make their living off the 
sea. At one time the Caicos Bank was famed for the quantity and the 
quality of sponges that grew in its shallow waters. Owing to a shortsighted 
policy on the part of the government, which allowed these marine growths 
to be fished at all seasons, they have practically become exhausted; whereas 
in 1901 sponges were shipped to the value of over $44,500, exports of 
sponges in 1916 amounted to only one-ninth as much. Of late years efforts 
are being made to grow marketable sponges from clippings on conierete 
disks. These attempts are earried out in two of the creeks on the islands 
of Providenciales and South Caicos and from all indications ought to prove 
a success. A "live" sponge is cut up into small pieces the size of a walnut. 
These pieces are then fastened to a concrete disk and placed in the water. 
In three or four years a sponge of marketable size has grown from the 

clipping and can be detached from the disk. Sponges produced by this 
method have the advantage of not needing to be "clipped," i. e. the part 
of the sponge where it was attached and where small particles of coral 
have become imbedded in its growth need not be removed with shears. 
Furthermore, in growing sponges by this method, it becomes possible to 
select only the more valuable varieties for propagation, such as the reef 

sponges and the sheep 's-wool sponges. 

CONCHS 

The conch (Strormbus gigas) is found in large quanitities in the waters 
surrounding the Caicos Islaiids. Not onily does this anlimal form a staple 
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FIG. 5 Sisal fiber being dried on a series of low walls made from coral rock, East Caicos Island. 
Flamingo Hill in background. 

FIG. 6-Field of sisal plants and warehouse, East Caicos Island. 
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in the dietary of the inhabitants but it is also extensively exported to the 
neighboring island of Haiti, where the sun-dried meat is in great demand. 
In 1916 dried conch meat to a value of some $8,000 was exported. The lips 
of conch shells have always been in great demand in the cameo-cutting 
trade, owing to the contrast between the white, outer and the piiik, inner 
shell. Until lately it was customary to ship the entire shell of the animal, 
the purchaser having to eut off the lip and throw the rest away. For the 
last few years the cutting up of the shells has been done locally, thereby 
effecting an immense saving of space in the shipmenlts. A not inconsider- 
able revenue is derived from these sources. The conch also occasionally 
produces pearls which are sold at good prices. 

OTHER INDUSTRIES 

Salted and dried fish are consumed locally and exported to Haiti anid to 
Santo Domingo. Turtles are caught in the waters surrounding the keys but 
are used mostly for local consumption, since laws were passed in the United 
States requiring that turtles be shipped in tanks instead of on their backs 
as was formerly done. The spiny lobster (Pa,li,urus vmlgaris) is abun- 
dantly found on the rocky shoals of the Caicos Bank, and a small cannery at 
Chalk Sound on the island of Provideiiciales exports a limited quantity of 
this sea food. 

The two principal exports from the Caicos Islands are salt and sisal. As 
has been stated, the methods in vogue for the production of salt on South 
Caicos do not differ materially from those employed on Grand Turk and on 
Salt Cay. The ponds of South Caicos, with an area of 400 acres, are larger 
than those of Grand Turk and of Salt Cay combined. Practically all the 
sisal fiber exported from the dependency comes from the large plantation on 
East Caicos. The value of the exported product amounted to nearly $16,000 
in 1916, and it is believed that the value of the exportation in 1917, owing 
to the increased price and to a better crop, greatly exceeds this figure. 

Efforts are being made by the local governmeiit to encourage the growing 
of cotton on the Caicos Islands. Soil and climatic conditions are excellent 
for this purpose, and the cotton raised in past years is one of the highest- 
priced varieties on the market. Since modern science has found mneans to 
combat the injurious insects which prey uponi the plants and which in the 
past were responsible for the failure of the Loyalist refugees, it is quite 
possible that several of the Caicos Islands may find their agricultural salva- 
tion in this manner. In fact, it is thought by some that the possibilities 
offered by cotton cultivation on these islands are unlimited and that in 
time the cotton industry may overshadow the somewhat uncertain salt 
industry. 

SOUTH CAICOS ISLAND 

South Caicos is the seat of government for the Caicos Islands group and 
possesses the largest settlement, called in official parlance Cockburn Har- 
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bour> though generally knaown and referred to as East Harbour. The settle- 
ment has a fairly secure anchorage for large vessels between South Caicos 
and Long Cay and in consequence possesses a decided advantage in this 
respect over Grand Turk or Salt Cay. East Harbour has a population of 
about 1,200 inhabitants. The highest elevation on South Caicos is about 
110 feet. The island depends entirely upon its salt industry and is barren 
and unproductive. 

EAST CAICOS ISLAND AND ITS SISAL CULTIVATION 

East Caicos is exclusively devoted to the raising of sisal plants and the 
production of fiber. The main settlement of the East Caicos Fibre Com- 
pany, which has over 3,000 acres in cultivation, is found at Jacksonville, on 
the northern coast. The estate employs several hundred laborers, who come 
from all parts of the Caicos Islands to find employment. A mule-drawn 
railway for transporting the sisal leaves connects the factory with the fields. 

Sisal plants (Agazve regidal) were introduced many years ago in the 
Bahamas, probably from Yucatan, as the Bahamas atd the Caicos Islands 
sisal is the same as the well-known henequen from the latter region. The 
barren Bahamas and the Caicos Islands are ideally fitted to produce sisal. 
This plant flourishes on soil that is dry and rich in lime; it does better on 
poor soil than on fertile. In fact, the poorer the soil, the longer the life 
of the plant. Where a plant will "pole," i. e. grow its flower stalk (with 
which its productivity ends) after but three years on fertile land, this 
"poling" will be delayed in plants grown on poor soil. In consequence, 
the harvest of leaves cut from the plants will be perhaps five times as large. 
From the Bahamas the sisal plants were first introduced on West Caicos, 
where an English company leased land from the government and erected 
a factory. For various reasons this factory failed. The plantation on East 
Caicos was started in 1882 and possesses up-to-date machinery for the ex- 
traction of the fiber. The leaves, from three to six feet in length, are cut 
periodically, and special decorticating machinery extracts their white fiber. 
This fiber is then carried to a series of low walls, built of coral rocks, where 
it is dried in the sun. Once dried, the fiber is baled under hydraulic 
pressure and shipped to foreign markets, where it ultimately is made up 
into rope, binder twine, etc. 

There is an exposed reef-harbor at Jacksonville, where the local boats 
find a fairly secure shelter. The highest elevation on the island is Flamingo 
Hill, 270 feet high. 

GRAND CAICOS ISLAND 

Grand Caicos is the largest island of the group. There are two settle- 
ments on the eastern side of the key, Bambara and Lorimers, while the fish- 
ing villages of Conch Bar and Ferguson's Point are found on the north- 
western point. These settlements are not lalrge in extent and consist of 
collections of miserable huts. The inhabitants eke out a precarious exist- 
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ence by fishing and agriculture. It is doubtful if more than 200 people live 
on this unproductive key. 

NORTH CAICOS ISLAND 

North Caicos is the most fertile of the Caicos Islands group, and timber 
is found on it of sufficient size for building small local sailing vessels. 
Agriculture provides the inhabitants with a living, and the larger part of 
the products raised are shipped to South Caicos and Grand Turk. Never- 
theless the people are miserably poor and not infrequently have to apply 
to the government for relief. A number of settlements are found on Bottle 
Creek, the inlet separating Grand and North Caicos. These are Bellevue, 
Windsor, Readymoney, and Lockland; they derived their names from the 
Loyalist plantations that were once found here. None of the settlements 
consist of over twenty houses and huts. Nearby are found the ruins of 
former plantations, frequently imposing in size and indicative that the 
Loyalists enjoyed considerable prosperity and possessed large numbers of 
slaves. Near the southern coast of the island is found the larger settlement 
of Kew with perhaps 300 inhabitants and the ruins of an ancient sugar 
factory. Altogether the island supports a population of about 1,200. 

PROVIDENCIALES ISLAND 

Numerous small keys are found in the passage between North Caicos and 
the island of Providenciales, and on these one or two sponging stations are 
located. The sponge fishers come here with their catch from the bank and 
sell the sponges to dealers, who prepare them for the market. The north- 
western cape of Providenciales presents a grave danger to sailing vessels 
bound through the Caicos Passage southward, as the cape is frequently 
mistaken for the neighboring island of West Caicos. Wrecks in conse- 
quence are not uncommon on the reef opposite this point, and the natives 
of Providenciales derive no small income from the misfortunes of the 
mariners. Providenciales has the highest elevation of all the keys in the 
dependency, the Blue Mountain being 280 feet high. The natives make 
half-hearted attempts at agriculture and raise enough to avoid actual star- 
vation. Their principal occupation, however, is that of fishing for sponges 
and waiting for remunerative wrecks. The population of the island is 
about 600. Near West Harbour Bluff, to the east, is found the sea inlet 
called Chalk Sound, where efforts are being successfully carried on to grow 
sponges on concrete disks. At the mouth of this inlet is also found a small 
lobster cannery. 

WEST CAICOS ISLAND 

West Caicos was formerly known as Belle Isle and is separated from 
Providenciales by a boisterous, shallow, five-mile wide passage. The highest 
elevation of West Caicos is but 65 feet. At one time attempts were made 
to lay out this key in salt ponds, but the enterprise failed. In 1880 a com- 
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pany was formed with the intention of cultivating sisal on the island. For 
a time these efforts were productive, and one of t-he steamship companies 
trading in the West Indies made the key a port of call for its cargo steamers. 
It is doubtful if today the total population of West Caicos exceeds 40 in- 
habitants. A curiosity found on West Caicos is the "boiling springs"- 
salt-Water lakes which have a subterranean. connection with the sea and 
rise and fall with the tide. Delvin's Cove, on the northern coast of the 
island, is a rocky inlet in which the notorious pirate Delvin was accustomed 
to hide his vessel, tying branches and trees to his masts in order to screen 
his ship from observation. When his lookouts on Providenciales signaled 
the approach of a harmless West Indiaman, the pirate lost no time in warp- 
ing his craft from its hiding place and giving pursuit. 

OTHER KEYS 

From West Caicos to South Rock, the Caicos Bank has a southeasterly 
trend and is bordered by a continuous line of rocks and breakers. French 
Cay and West Sand Spit are the only keys that are of any size. The 
former is frequently visited by fishermen during the nesting season, when 
thousands of eggs of aquatic birds can be collected. White Cay and the 
Seal Cays, together with numerous outlying rocks, form the southern 
extremity of the bank. From Swimmer Rock the bank runs due north, 
with the Ambergris Cays, Fish Cays, and Long Cay as its eastern boundary, 
unti! South Caicos is reached. All these keys are uninhabited. 
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